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Before the first lullaby; before training
wheels, summer camps and the big job
promotion; ahead of summer vacations
and high school graduations — there
was one thing that mattered most:
safeguarding your family members by
providing a roof over their heads.

Many of life’s most memorable moments
unfold under the UNCOMPROMISING
PROTECTION of your roof.
Since 1951, IKO has been there for

Now that it’s time to replace your

North American families just like

roof, don’t take it for granted. Keeping

yours, quietly enduring the elements

your family comfortable and safe is

to protect families, homes and

just as important now as ever. And it’s

everything dear — while providing

important to choose roofing products

the luxury of not having to worry.

that not only look great, but also can
go the distance. At IKO, four generations
of family-owned-and-operated
experience go into every product we
make. The result? Beauty you can see.
Quality you can feel. And performance
you can trust. Because at IKO, it’s not
just roofing. It’s roofing elevated.

IKO C R OW NE SL AT E P R EMIUM SHINGL ES

BEAUTY YOU CAN SEE
Your home truly is
your castle. Crown it
with the look of slate,
not the worry.

Because nothing will elevate your home’s
appearance like a new roof with the upscale,
sought-after look of genuine slate tiles. IKO
Crowne Slate shingles mimic real stone, from the
texture and subtle color gradations found in nature
to the sharp definition that creates the look of
individually square-cut, hand-hewn tiles.

You’ve put great thought and care into
the choices you’ve made inside your home

Their generous 10” exposure and dimensional

– the high-end finishes, quality furnishings,

thickness combine beautifully to create

perfect paint colors. When it’s time to

an extremely high-definition, gracious

think outside the home, indulge in the

appearance. Best of all, you can enjoy

luxury of IKO Crowne Slate premium

the sophistication of genuine slate

laminated shingles.

without its worries and expense.

Can’t decide on a shingle color? IKO RoofViewer® to the rescue!
Our exclusive interactive shingle selector software tool lets you
mix’n’match our shingles based on home style, color of siding and other
accessories. Or upload a photo of your actual home. Download at IKO.COM
or get our free app at Google Play or iTunes. 5See details on back cover.
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QUALITY YOU CAN FEEL
You can tell at a touch that IKO Crowne Slate shingles have enduring qualities. We built them to
last by laminating two shingles together. Then we coated the lower one (“shim”) with oxidized asphalt
and saturated the upper one (“lid” or “cap”) with IKO’s own modified asphalt. The result? A superior
dimensional thickness designed to help create the stunning look of natural stone.
Try giving one a bend and you’ll see how this shingle will remain flexible to resist warping and breakage,
even in extreme cold. To top these shingles off, we embedded the surface with special colorfast
granules that help protect against the damaging effects of UV radiation.

We take quality to a whole
new dimension.
BUILT-IN ALGAE RESISTANCE.

We embed colorfast Algae Resistant
granules into our shingles to help inhibit
the growth of blue-green algae that can
cause unattractive black stains, streaks
and discoloration.
TOUGH TO
THE CORE.

The strength of our
shingles starts within
thanks to our resilient
fiberglass mat, coated
top and bottom with
weathering asphalt,
then surfaced with
colored granules.

AN EXCEPTIONAL
BONDING EXPERIENCE.

Our shingles have IKO’s
Fastlock™ sealant along their bottom
edge that helps prevent wind-driven
rain from getting underneath them.
When activated by the sun’s heat,
it gets extra tacky and creates an even
stronger bond to help ensure maximum protection
against wind uplift, blow-off and water penetration.

EXTRA COATING OF
WEATHERING ASPHALT.

IKO’s own modified asphalt provides
exceptional flexibility to help resist
the ravages of high wind, driving rain,
snow, ice, and temperature extremes.
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PERFORMANCE YOU CAN TRUST

Above all, IKO Crowne Slate is a brilliant performer.
We designed our premium shingles to be strong,
tough and durable. To lie flat and stay put to protect
your home against heavy winds, snow and relentless
rain. That’s performance you can count on. And the
peace of mind your family deserves.

T H E I K O A D VA N TA G E
Limited Warranty¹

Limited Lifetime

Iron Clad Protection¹

15 Years

Limited Wind Warranty¹

110 mph (177 km/h)

Limited High Wind
Warranty Upgrade1,²

130 mph (210 km/h)

Blue-green Algae Resistant¹

Yes

P R O D U C T S P E C I F I C AT I O N S ³
Length

39 1/2 in (1003 mm)

Width

13 1/4 in (336 mm)

Exposure

10 in (254 mm)

Coverage Per Bundle

25 ft² (2.32 m²)

S TA N D A R D S ⁴
ASTM D3462, ASTM D3018, ASTM D3161 - Class F,
ASTM D7158 - Class H, ASTM E108 - Class A,
CSA A123.5

See Limited Warranty at IKO.com for complete terms, conditions,
restrictions, and application requirements. Shingles must be applied
in accordance with application instructions and local building code
requirements.
2
High Wind Application is required.
3
All values shown are approximate. 4Products developed with
reference to these Standards.
1

Weather life’s storms in total
confidence. IKO Crowne
Slate has you covered.
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We’ve left no stone
unturned in our quest
for the ultimate look of
natural slate.

shingled with IKO Crowne Slate. From the
nuanced colors to the shape of the “tiles”,
the resemblance is uncanny.

IKO quarries, crushes, and colors its own
stone. Then these colored granules are

We challenge you to look at a genuine

expertly mixed to create a color blend

slate tile roof (perhaps on an historic

that’s just right to make an impressive

building) then compare it to a roof

statement for any style of home.

Two stunning color blends
to tempt you. Each color blend
is a visual symphony of individual
color tones that emulate the natural
variations of premium slate.
In concert with the extra-large
exposure of these shingles, your
roof will be “slated” to stir the senses
like never before. The affordable
price will be music to your ears too.

Color Featured: Regal Stone
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Color Featured: Regal Stone
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Color Featured: Regal Stone
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Natural slate shows its
true colors in our blends.

We’ve followed her lead, to bring you truly
unique and uncommon color blends.

While we usually think of slate as being
grey, black or brown, Mother Nature has

REGAL STONE

also produced it in hues that include varying

Classically elegant, charming, refined,
yet welcoming.

shades of red, green and even cyan (blue).

PERFEC T PAIRINGS: Stone, masonry, wood,
brick, siding (especially white, beige or grey).

REGAL STONE
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Look before you
make the leap.

will help you decide when you see how the
colors change their appearance according
to varying degrees of light.

It’s important to select a color blend for
your roof the same way you’d select a
paint color for a room in your home. Like a
paint chip, an actual sample of our shingles

R O YA L G R A N I T E

R O YA L G R A N I T E

Authentic, down-to-earth, unexpectedly dramatic.
PERFEC T PAIRINGS: Stone, masonry, wood, brick,
siding (especially cream, beige, brown or red).
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Color Featured: Royal Granite

Do you want your home to blend in or stand out? IKO Crowne Slate shingles will
elevate the look of any style of home and potentially boost its resale value as well. Whether you
want an impressive, dramatic roof or one that quietly complements your natural surroundings,
you’ve just met your match.
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ROOFING COMPONENTS

BE AUT Y. QUALIT Y. PERFORMANCE.

From the outside in.
4

Shingles are your home’s
1. Ice & Water Protectors
2. Underlayment
3. Starter Strips
4. Ridge Cap Shingles

first line of defense, but
they protect, perform
and look their best when
you choose IKO PRO4
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Roofing Accessories

1

to go with them.

Stunning beauty.
IKO ridge cap shingles
protect the roof’s
vulnerable areas and
create a breathtaking
roofline too. Choose a
color that co-ordinates
with IKO Crowne Slate
for the perfect
finishing detail.

Underlying quality.
For total roof deck protection,
use IKO RoofGard-Cool Grey
or IKO Stormtite® synthetic
underlayments. IKO GoldShield ,
ArmourGard or StormShield
Ice & Water protectors will
help the eaves fend off water
penetration that
can be caused
by ice dams or
wind-driven rain.
TM

TM

TM

TM

Leading edge
performance. Pre-cut
IKO Leading Edge Plus
starter strips save
installers time because
they’re fast, easy and
convenient to use.
They keep the jobsite
neater too.

TM

To ensure complete satisfaction, please view several full size shingles and an actual roof
installation prior to final color selection as the shingle swatches and photography shown online,
in brochures and in our app may not accurately reflect shingle color and do not fully represent
the entire color blend range, nor the impact of sunlight.
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Crowne Slate
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The information in this literature is subject to change without notice. We assume no
responsibility for errors that may appear in this literature.
To find out more about Crowne Slate Premium Shingles or additional IKO products, please talk
to an IKO Sales Representative, a Professional Roofing Contractor, or contact IKO directly.

United States 1-888-IKO-ROOF (1-888-456-7663)
Canada 1-855-IKO-ROOF (1-855-456-7663)
Visit us online at: IKO.COM
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